Candidates Speak
Vie Lee and Nick Kopke
will tell of their campaign
plans tonight at 14:30 in E326.
The speeches will follow the
regular meeting of the Tau
Delta Phl fraternity.
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Hansen Launches
’Involvement’ Plank

EARL HANSEN
... presidential candidate
this vehicle (ASB government)
which can be used to pull the
campus along."
He said an average Student
Council agenda contains several
proposed amendments to the constitution and very little few new
Ideas for the benefit of the student and campus. "This is a chronic waste of time for everyone, both
students and student government."
He said ASH government should
be "more than a class."
Last year as senior representative, Hansen supported proposals
In Student Council for an inde-

pendent campus newspaper, a university level debate team, and a
referendum on ASB cards.
He said it has been several years
since the student body has voted
on the mandatory fees. Such a
vote, said Hansen, would "force
the student government to justify
itself."
Hansen also suggests that all
ASB standing committees be required to meet.
He explained that when a bill
goes into Student Council, it is
referred to a committee and cannot be returned to the Council until It is cleared. When committees
do not meet, the works of the
Council are delayed.
Hansen said he is "open to any
and all suggestions" to encourage
greater interest and activity on
campus.
He said he is running for essentially the same reasons he ran
in the spring election.
"I feel the ASH president should
take upon himself the responsibility of activating the campus," he
said. The campus is now a "hogepoge of activities," he continued,
"and people who profess to be interested have limited information
from the mass media.
Hansen wants to see all communities of student interest meet
together to produce new ideas.
Hansen’s opponents include
Steve Betts, Bill Clark, Bob Gottschalk, Nick Kopke, Vic Lee, Harvey Loew and Jeff Mullins.
The election, set for Oct. 11 and
12, was declared open last week
by the Election Board. Had the
ballot been named closed, the campaign slate for the executive office would have been limited to
candidates who ran in the Spring.

Elevator Breaks Down;
Student Left in Limbo
So close, and yet so far . . .
A foot and a half, and one
closed door separated Eshaga Nazarian from freedom Monday
night. Eshaga, a foreign student
from Iran, was stuck in the Library’s number two elevator for
45 minutes.
Coming down from one of the
upper floors, he found the elevator stopping prematurely one
and one-half feet above the first
floor.
Using the emergency phone, he
alerted Dan Hendry and Bob
Nichols, who were working in the
Library at the time. They called
the elevator repair service, and
the wait began.
For 45 minutes, Eshaga stood
quietly reading one of his books,
as curious students shuffled about
outside.
Someone stuck a pencil between
the two closed doors, to allow for

Correction
EDITOR’S NOTE: Richard Ilsidp,
graduate student in political science, issued the following statement yestrday, to clarify an erroneous political association he feels
was implied by the Spartan Daily.
Reb’s statement concrns an r ticks reporting the vents during a
debate on racial discrimination last
Friday night,
His staternnt, in part, reads:
"The Implication In yesterday’s Spartan Daily that I have
any connection or sympathy
with the "Wallace for President" movement is totally without foundation. The fact is that
the method and objectives of
that irrational political phenomena are completely Inconsistent
with my position.
"I am In substantial agreement with the objectives of Prof.
Harry Edwards concerning the
real grievances of his race, but
differ quite substantially on the
meane of obtaining them."

Students are reminded that
Wednesday. Oct. 11, Is the
signup deadline for senior in ten lee s for prospect I% e ’January graduates. Appointments
ing week may be
for the
made today in Adm. 242, Recording to Registrar John
Montgoinery.
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Earl Hansen launched his campaign for the ASH presidency yesterday calling for total student
involvement in campus activities
and student government. Hansen,
senior speech major from Santa
Clara, said there is a "need for
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enough air circulation, someone
else yelled in, "Too bad you
haven’t got a girl in there with
you . . . but don’t worry, we will
send you refreshments every two
weeks."
Growing impatient, Eshaga
started pressing buttons, and pulling levers ... one of them worked,
the doors opened, and out walked
Eshaga. Not saying a word, he
walked quietly out of the Library
. . . looking very bewildered.

ALF ’Crashes’ ROTC Drill Session
Demonstrators Heckle
Marching Army Cadets

photo by Jim Koski
RIGHT IN LINE, a member of the ALF joins
ranks with cadets of the Army ROTC. The ALF
is protesting the fact that SJS has an ROTC
program which, they claim, is "incompatable

Dr. Hodges To Discuss
The ’Alienated Youth’
"The gentle mutiny" among college students will be discussed
by Dr. Harold Hodges in reviewing Kenneth Keniston’s book,
"The Uncommitted: Alienated
Youth in American Society," at
12:30 today in the cafeteria.
Dr. Hodges is the first speaker
of the faculty book talk series
this semester. Dr. Hodges considers Keniston’s book "very
meaningful to students in particular."
Keniston studied a group of
Harvard students to understand
their alienation from society. Dr.
Hodges said these students seem
to "passionately want to be individuals. They have rejected the
organi7ation life with its bureauc-

Rap Brown Extradition
Denied by Virginia Judge
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP)
Corporation Court Judge Franklin
P. Backus denied a motion today
to block the extradition of Black
Power advocate H. Rap Brown to
Maryland where he faces charges
of inciting to riot and inciting to
arson.
But Brown’s attorneys said they
would appeal and thereby stop
any police action to seize Brown
and turn him over to Maryland.
Brown did not appear at the
hearing on a habeas corpus writ
to prevent extradition. His lawyears argued that he was arrested
Illegally and that he could not
get a fair trial in Maryland.
But Judge Backus said the only
issues were whether Brown was
actually charged and was in Maryland at the time of the alleged
felony.
The judge’s denial technically
turned Brown over to the custody
of Alexandria police.
But one of his attorneys. Philip
J. Hirschkop, said his filing of an
appeal would prevent grown from
being taken into custody by Virginia authorities.
HIrschkop told Judge Backus
that Brown was not in the state
of Virginia.
Brown la free on $10,000 bail

with the goals of college life." Members of the
group leaped the fence around the Women’s
Athletic Fieid to carry signs between the ranks
of cadets.

from a federal court pending disposition of the extradition proceedings.
Judge Backus said that since
the habeas corpus hearing was a
civil matter Brown was not legally
required to be in court today.
Another of Brown’s attorneys,
William Kunstler of New York,
told the court that Brown faced
possible physical harm if he were
to be returned to Cambridge, Md.,
for trial. He said that was grounds
enough to block extradition.

Reagan Urged
To ’Stay Home
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) --- A
demand that Gov. Reagan "stay
home and quit wandering around
the country trying to stir up racial dissension," was made today
by Robert L. Coate, Northern
California Democratic State Chairman.
In a speech prepared at a Democratic Forum luncheon in San
Francisco, Coate said that "Reagan proved by his political tour
Into the midwest and the deep
south last week that he hopes to
draw Americans over to his wa4
of thinking on racial issues."

racy, bigness and the uglier aspects of suburbia."
Dr. Hodges said he found the
book "full of profound and fascinating insights about an increasingly typical group of youth suffering identity crises." He said
their "fears and frustrations are
especially critical and deserving of
understanding." He considers these
students "unconscious existentialists."
Dr. Hodges is an associate professor in the department of sociology. He attended Stanford University. He worked for several
years as a journalist with the Los
Angeles Times and as a correspondent in Europe for UP. He
then returned to USC for his
graduate degree because "he
found people fascinating." He
classifies himself as an "existential
sociologist."

By MARC NIHRE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Itahhhhht Face!"
Nick Kopke didn’t. Instead, he straightened the colonel’s tie.
(The colonel ungratefully re-straightened it after Kopko loped on).
Kopke, a candidate for president in the upcoming ASB election;
Ira Meltzer, attorney general of the ASH last fall: and three other
members of the American Liberation Front (ALF), campus group
calling for abolition of the ROTC program, staged their own improptu
drill session yesterday at the same time and place the cadets were
conducting theirs.
Leaping over the drill -field fence, the sign-carrying demonstrators
sprinted through the ranks of the cadets with placards reading,
"What did they teach at San Josethey taught them how to kill
today," and "Shame!"
The circus scene continued for about five minutes, with the campus police almostbut not quitecatching the hecklers. Finally, Dr.
Stanley Benz, dean of students, strode onto the field. ALF members,
he declared, were disrupting a college class and should leave the
field. They did- after a brief interval.
After a speech on Seventh Street by Dr. Robin Brooks, assistant
professor of history and member of Professors Against the War, in
which Brooks outlined the reasons for the demonstration, an estimated
crowd of 300, including supporters, curious bystanders and radio and
TV newsmen, had walked down the street to the Women’s Athletic
Field where the ROTC drill practice was already in session.
The demonstrators, carrying eight signs, assembled by the field’s
fence to jeer at the drilling cadets.
"We’re sort of their conscience," commented Jim Hurst, member
of the ALF.
"You don’t have to stand there!", ALF members hooted. "Turn
around and walk away!"
"Hell nowe won’t go," chanted another knot of persons pressed
against the chain link fence.
"Is that what they’re teaching youto be puppets? Jump up
and down and yell kill!" the jeers came.
A small scuffle broke out in the crowd when members of the
ALF tried to break down the gate which barred their entrance to
the field. A student, who refused to be identified, tried to stop what
he termed "the destruction of my school" only to be pushed away by
Meltzer.
"Hey, man," broke in Kopke, trying to calm the resulting situation, "let’s not hurt anybody."
"Then stop trying to wreck things," retorted the student. "This
is my school and I don’t want to see it torn down."
"We’re not hurting people," argued Kopke, "Herethis is for your
share of what that fence cost." He handed him two cents.
(Continued on Page 6)

Pres. Clark Creates Board
To Hear Disruption Charge

DR. HAROLD HODGES
... talks today

In the wake of yesterday’s disruption of the Army ROTC drill
practice by members of the American Liberation Front, President
Robert D. Clark announced the
creation of a hearing board to
deal with complaints that a college classroom has been disrupted.
" . . . These complaints will he
investigated by a hearing board
appointed by the Academic Vice
President. This board will recommend appropriate action.

"San Jose State College will
maintain its policy on an open
platform for the free discussion
of ideas. This policy provides for
the right to picket and demonstrate peacefully.
"Coercive or harassing actions
that would interfere with rights
of others to free speech, or that
would interfere with the instructional program will not be permitted."

Mini Dress Raises Mighty Question
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"I’ll take it off and burn it when the Vietnam War is
over."
"It" is an American flag made into a mini -skirt and worn
by Miss Cindy Haebig during yesterday afternoon’s anti -ROTC
rally on Seventh Street.
Miss Haebig is a junior art major at SJS and a member
of the American Liberation Front, the group which organized
yesterday’s protest.
"I don’t mean to desecrate the flag. This dress can mean
whatever you want it to," the petite blonde said.
U.S. Assistant District Attorney Dave Bancroft, in San
Francisco, said no federal law covers desecration of the flag.
Federal legislation concerning flag desecration is before
Congress.
"I’m not sure about making it into a dress, but I do know
that laws in this state prohibit any mutilation or disfiguring
of the flag," Bancroft explained.
Miss Haebig said she believed she was not breaking any
law because her dress is made from an old 48-star flag.
But Bancroft said. "That doesn’t make any difference.
If a flag is disfigured, a law has been broken. It doesn’t matter
how old the flag is."
"I don’t think this piece of cloth stands for the country and
what it means. A piece of cloth is useful. I’m using it for a
dress," Miss Haebig said.
"I plan to wear it until the day cornea when I can hang a
flag from my house without feeling badly."

MODERN DAY BETSY ROSS
... Cindy Haebig
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"Those matters which can allect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to lw known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Editor

KEN BECKER

By

Advertising Mgr.

One More Martyr?
get.
Reagan OffiCially
1’1’111/1%
$is
a- a member of the I .C. Board of Hein all tiro i
th the right 11) %111.1
dings.
eleetion he and Su"Molly ;liter
perintendent of Public Instruction Max
also on the board
Rafferty
pres-eiI to the regents their disapproval
with the way Kerr had handled the
Mov ement vont roy ersy in
ree
1901.
The result was Kerr. who had stired extensive rioting at the Berkeley
campus only to return there as a professor of labor economics. is now more
or less a martyr for the rause of academic freedom.
But ironically.. in the midst of FSM
demands for more political freedom
Berkeley student eral
tin
,iiiiiti...
participated in an S,IS rally on seventh Street in support of their protestin.z cidmates.
The 1 .1.. speakers cautioned against
free speech rights on
suppression
college campuses and told SiS sttl&tit- in the crowd to fight for these
rights in their own backyard.
The words that bad summoned a
university into motion had little effect at SJS. Said Dale Slimly of the
S Student l’eace Union. -This demonstration is no reflection on our administration because it has treated us
fairly in most ease, The person largely responsible for
fair treatment of all viewpoints at SiS
is college Pres. Robert I). Clark. Ills
liberal philosophy concerning the function of an institution of higher eilticaliim kept large-scale detnimstrations
like those at Berkeley front happening

"1

Issut weeks ago. seeking to be fair
to all sides. Dr. Clark acted again
to stop v iolettee before it started. Ile
cancelled the .S.IS-E1 Paso football
game when off-campus agitators threatened to disrupt the game.
Ronald Reagan and Max Rafferty
openly criticized the president. 1,nel
heir widely-publ icized attacks w ere
followed by mobilization of such
!!roups as the Committee. for AcademieIle-pon-ibility in Education. NS 11111.11
l’reSultqlt Clark to step
V14,1111;1
lots II "ill favor of someone with great
cr courage."
Dr. (*.lark. however. displayed yourage when he derided to cancel the ball
game. De displayed courage when he
said. in effect. -Yes. there is discrimination on this campus and in this
community. and we. here and now.
are going to do something about it.
For this courage Iv ill he. too. be
forced to resign his position? Is it nee-cs-ary that he., too. become a martyr?

’those persons who support the governor’s position on this and other matters should think twice, before supplying an off-theculf answer. For
their got ernorand perhaps their candidate for the White Ilousein a recent nationwide tour, has said the No.
I issue. today is Ill it the war in Vietnam
but crime- in the streets.
Strange %cords frOill a man who has
just at
l’ resident Clark for successfully as Idding a public incidence
Ill siolence which could have taken
F’. M.
hundreds of lis es.

"My mind is made up; don’t confuse me with facts."

Thrust and Parry

Readers Speak on ALF-ROTC Events
’Hope Proposed Tactics
Won’t Obscure the Issue’
Editor:
In Monday’s Daily you have an extraordinary interview with Colonel Edgar Colladay
)4 the ROTC in which he first says that the
ROTC drill is a regular college class and
then says that any speeches he makes to
anybody have to be cleared with the Sixth
Army.
Does Col, Colladay really think that he
should claim the privileges of a faculty member while submitting to this degrading form
of intellectual prostitution?
If his chosen profession as a soldier means
that he has to keep his mouth shut, that is
his affair. What concerns me is the colonel’s
belief that he can be a professor at the same
time. That conflict of interests concerns all
of us.
Obviously the Department of Military
"Science" thow do our scientists feel about
that word, by the way) has some strange
ideas about academic freedom. Would the
History Department hire a professor of Russian history who had to clear his public utterances with the Russian Embassy’:
I sincerely hope that doubts which some
may have about the proposed civil disobedience tactics will not obscure the more important issue that the "Liberation Front"
students and Colonel Colladay have raised.
Peter King
Aie.t. Prof. Humanities

’To End Entire Military
Is Less Than Rational’
Editor:
It is sad to see that some members of the
heretofore largely rational "New Left" at
&IS have apparently abandoned a policy of
responsible protest. This, however, is the only
conclusion at which I can arrive after reading
the ALF’s "Ultimatum" to the Military
Science Dept. in Tuesday’s "Thrust and
Party."
There is no doubt but that our government, including the military, has on many
occasions and in many ways taken actions
which were oblivious to the spirit and letter
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FRANCINE MILLER

BRUCE ANDERSON
DOLORES CIARDELLI

That the ROTC program "propagandizes",
I would agree to, adding only that it is not
the only source of propaganda on this campus, as the ALF should know as well as any.
Finally, and personally, I resent deeply that
the ALF should assume the prerogative to
decide just what it is which is in my "best
interest", :as the elimination of ROTC is said
to be. It may be in the best interests of the
members of the ALF, but as to my own best
interests, I reserve that judgment to myself.
I do, however, sincerely thank the Front for
its concern.

That the ROTC program has as its "sole
purpose" the "corruption" of college students
is similarly open to reproach. This opinion
may not be entirely woundless, but it should

R. L. White, A163112

*
*
It seems to he raining ASB presidential
I andidates.
To date eight people iiiitt 111110 ...... .111
and filed petitions for the 1(11) A1/0/ 011
the ballot. A ninth has anuounced he will
run as a write-in candidate.
Last spring John Brockman won the
prt-si( 111,15 with less than 2000 votes. More
than 20.000 students were eligible to SOW.
He was running in a field of four announced candidates 11/111 one write-in.
How many votes will it take to elect
someone to Me highest student government post?
Less than 6,000 students voted lust year
when all the sophomore, junior, senior
and graduate representative slots also werelull for grabs. It seems unlikely that more
will vote this time.
It will not he surprising to see 6 or 7
per cent of the more than 23,000 potential
voters elect the president to govern the
other 93 or 94 per cent ’who do not vote
or vote for other candidates.
*
*
*
last week that the hipI heard a r
pies are planning a masa migration to Nevada.
They plan to outnumber the states 183,000 registeretl voters and take over the
state.
Once in power they will outlaw alcoholic beverages and gambling. They plan
to sobstitute group marriages for the
"quickie marriages- Nesaila has now.
Once this is done_ they will turn the
Nevada hot lands into giant marijuana
farms and live happily ever after.

Guest Room

End in Vietnam May Justify Means
By AL RITCHIE
In spite of the thousands of words written on the why of Vietnam, 110 our
with much of an an11I liave come up
swer.

There is no it
that the U.S. does
not thirst for further territories: neither
do we have any glesire to destroy a land
with its peoples and culture.
Although we have been involved in two
major wars and many smaller ones, there
yet remains for a shell to fall On the U.S.
Remember, Alaska and Hawaii during the
second war were still territories. It would
seem therefore, that the primary aim of
U.S. foreign policy is to protect its citizens from icor on their own soil.
In the past. a part of the security of
the rontinental U.S. rested on Alaska and
Ilawaii. However. now that these two territories have become states they should
have. the right to demand the same kind
of security they
e afforded the eontinental U.S.
Right now the only base on U.S. territory close to China, is Guam. If we
were forced to abandon all our Far Eastern bases we should still have Guam. Howat
it took the Japanese about 2.11 minutes to take Guam in 1941.
BASES REMAIN
Bases in the Philippines, South Vietnam. Japan. South Korea, and Okinawat
remain accessible to the I .5. only as long
as it snits the interest of the countries
upon whose territories these bases are
located.

SAN JOSE STATE BAHA’l

CLUB

Invites
San Jose State students and faculty to a series of weekly
discussions related to the dynamic New Faith of &dial. Baha’i
seeks the unity of mankind through modern spiritual principles.

Every Friday

be noted that others have quite different
notions as to just which current influences
are corrupting, and their apprehensions may
have just as much foundation in fact as
those of the ALF.

of our democratic theme and even, in instances, to the recognized standards of morality. To argue, though, that because of these
excesses and transgressions the entire militaly
machine should be dismantled is, at the very
least, something less than fully rational
thought. It may deserve censure, restructuring, even partial depletion, but not yet elimination. This country has no more of a monopoly on aggression then it has on amity,
and while it may at times be difficult to
reconcile with ourselves the necessity of living with this machine, it might, for the present, at least, be well nigh impossible to live
without it.

’ Men ’mist seek for truth in spite of custom.
prejudice. and tradition."
tellah
CLEANING CENTER
266 East Santa Clara (next to Lucky Market) 287-0933
ifYietifraMirFieMinnitil

CE ANDERSON

There are two sides to esery slurs
All Greeks must pre-ent proposals to
President Robert Clark lIt Nov. 1 showing that tlit are not going to liSerinlinallin rushing new member-.
This includes Omega Psi Phi. the SJS
fraternity with an all Negro membership.
The house will have to encourage %hittrushees to attend their rush functions.

Staff Editorial

(Mut. more Ronald Reagan has Mall’
aged. albeit indirectly. to become involved in a nimeniciit calling for the
resignatiiin of a rilllege president.
Last time former I niversity of California Pres. Clark Kerr was the tar-

Hill

8 P.M.
232 S. 10th St. g 2

All Welcome
248-5081

When it no longer suits their national
interests, the U.S. will most assuredly he
asked to leave. And leave we shall. if
France is any example. When it no longer
suited France’s national interests, the U.S.
was asked to leave in no uncertain terms.
At the present time. Japan is pressing
the U.S. for the return of Okinawa. What
would happen to present bases in Korea
and Japan if the Japanese tl ght there
%a), 110 ChalleC 111C 1 .S. could defeat China
in at war? If the 1.S. withdraws from Vietnam this may lead the Japanese to think
tI at if we cannot win at war with a small
country like Vietnam, how could we ever
hope to defeat China?
For those who advocate noninvolvement. remember, the U.S. followed a policy of ..... ’involvement both before and
after the first world war. However, the
policies of a re-ar
g Germany were to
jeopardize the well being of the U.S. and
we were forced into both wars.
U.S. WASN’T READY
Part of the reason was the U.S. simply
wasn’t ready to fight a full scale war in
the East, due primarily to a policy of
noninvolvement and a lack of bases in
that art-a. The world is simply too complex and interrelated to follow a nt ... i llvolvement policy.
With ICBM’s and supersonic bombers,
no place on earth is more than a few
hours away. Estimates now place an ICBM
Ii, carry the hydrogen 1
b by about
1970.
China has developed her heretofore yin
wally untouched petroleum anti steel reCOLUATEIPP PICTURES
PRESENTs

IAYLOR
TAYLOR

sources at an unprecedented rate. To think
she will never try and break out of her
own borders is pure Sr
thinking.
American bases oversg.as. and more partictilarly in the Far East, an- 0111’ ineans
of reducing the 1tmultabilits of war. In
order to be assured of a victory. a country
must deploy its forces to its hest advantages to both protect its own shores and
to attack and occupy enemy soil. For
there ean be no victory witl t occupying the enemy’s lands.
SPLIT FORCES
In the event of a war with China, China
would have to use a substantial part of
her forces to try and overcome American
bases around her periphery. leaving a
smaller force to attack the continental U.S.
Therefore, it seems rather foolish to even
consider giving up mum bases for any reason whatsoever.
Therein lies the prime reason for U.S.
involvement ill Vietnam. Vietnam is IA part
of the U.S. plan involving the island shield
of Asia, and at withdrawal from Nletnani
might signal a general withdrawal of U.S.
forces from this shield. Why the present
administration continues to deny that the
U.S. desires bases in this area is a constant
mystery to everyone.
There is no question this is a dirty war,
probably no better or worse than other
wars, but, still, a dirty war. However, if
the end lilt., containment of China anti
warding Off a major conflict I justifies the
nieans. then 20 or 30 years from now our
children may be spared the terrors of a
war on our own soil.

...RICHARD
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New Director a Natural:
Even Dinner’s a U.N. Feast
Woo-chang Brolly doesn’t have
any trouble making foreign students feel at home. It wasn’t too
long ago that she was one of
them.
The Korean native is the new
director of International Student
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ated lrom college at 17 and taught
lEnglish grammar’ at a junior high
school for four and a half years.
This she laughingly admits to as
she grasps for the correct English expression. The director currently attends SJS earning credits
for a home economics degree.
Mrs. Brolly became the new
director of the center after submitting an application and being
interviewed by Dr. Clark. She was
encouraged to apply by friends in
the International Student Wives
who knew of her love of travel
and secretarial abilities. Still a
little dazed by it all, she is none
the less enthusiastic by her job
and the changes which have taken
place.
"I like it (directorship, very
much. It is a good feeling to be
helping someone, even without the
added addition of a salary."
The center has moved its headquarters from its former residence
on Market St. to the house on
13th St. which Mrs. Bmily hopes
is a more homelike atmosphere.
Mrs. Brolly, her husband, a graduat student in chemistry, and threeyear-old daughter, Aida, live upstairs. Volunteers from the community are always on hand to
greet students

XEROX" COPIES
io. each
WOO-CHANG BROLLY
. . ISC director
Center at 174 So. 13th St. As director she is general coordinator
of the center which offers activities, placement and information to
foreign students attending the five
area colleges and junior cclIcges.
Being director of ISC seems
natural for Mrs. Brolly who manages to greet prominent citizens,
find homes for foreign students
and attend classes at SJS. She
and her husband, whom she met
while a librarian at the United
States Information Agency in
Korea. have traveled over most
of the world.
Much of this travel has been
translated edibly bv
P-olly’s
hobbyczoking. S h e maintains
that her husband is never served
a country’s complete meal. It is
a sort of gastronomical UN with
Hungarian, Chinese and Greecian
dishes all meeting at the dinner
table.
Looking back on her life in
Korea, it may seem strange that
one who disliked Americans should
now be helping others enjoy American life.
According to Mrs. Brolly, Koreans dislike Americans, especially
servicemen, whom they regard as
ill-mannered and rude"Yankee
savages" they are called. Her husband, then an Army journalist,
changed her mind and she found
this attitude even less true after
arriving in the United States in
January 1964. Even so, she has
disgraced her family by marrying
an American.
In Korea, Mrs. Brolly gradu
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Gardner To Open Forum
Dr. Richard Gardner, senior advisor to the U.S. Ambassador to
the U.N., will be the first guest
speaker in this semester’s Forum
Series which includes Pearl S.
Buck, Paul Engle, Harry Golden
and Walter Johnson.
The lecture series, which beginsl
Oct. 23, will feature five guest
speakers and a special three riit.
series on the "Anatomy of Loneliness."
The "Anatomy of Loneliness"
series will include movies, concerts, and seminars all on the central theme of loneliness. The
speakers will he Ashley Montague, and Dr. Karl Stern.
The first speaker of the Forum
Series, Dr. Richard Gardner, is a
professor of Law and International Affairs at Columbia University and serves as a consultant
to the Department of State. He
is a WWII veteran, has a B.A.
from Harvard, an L.L.B. from Yale
- -

Cath the 711/411Rimer/
yoat 7’4/7Xu7h Lea,..t.

Law School. a Ph.D in Economics I Program Board. This is a group
from Oxford and is a member of of students appointed by the ASH
from interviews.
Phi Beta Kappa.
Speakers for the spring semesThe second talk is entitled
"An Evening with Pearl S. 13uck." ter are 3 ides Feiffer. Baroness
The speakers. funded by ASH. IMaria von Trapp, and Paul -Henri
are selected by the College Union I Spaak.
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looking like girls

patently Gant

very distinctive...

Ut
BLUSHER

$2.50

LIQUID MAKE-UP
TRANSLUCENT PRESSED
POWDER
BRUSH -ON EYE SHADOW
EYE BROW SHAPER I
EYELINER
MASCARA
.11

$1.60
op entry blank for the ’fussy
Reel G,r1 Sweepstakes
$2000 Wardrobe

TENTH
STREET
PHARMACY
linth & Sant Clara

294 931

Why carry around a whole
chemist,/ set full of potions
for wetting, cleaning and
soaking contact lenses?
Lensme is here! It’s an allpurpose solution for complete
lens care, made by the
Murine Company.
So what else is new?
Well, the removable
lens carrying case
on the bottom of
every bottle, that’s
new, too. And it’s
exclusive with
Lensme, the
solution for
all your contact
lens problems,

Gant took a falcon-look at traditional tattersalls and decided to put new life into
this venerated shirting. To wit: this new bold-bright interpretation which makes
button -downs more than something to hang a tie on. Tailored with a falcon’s eye
for detall.Varied colorsall virile, all distinctive. About $8.50 at discerning stores.

LENSINE

for contacts

I

Sold at:
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Survival Gets Tough
As Crowds Increase

Every collegian needs this
basic natural shoulder suit

TORELLO
(iitipus

Life

Editor

Spartan Daily is called "Campus Life,"
it might be
.iefine just what it is.
crowded.
This senr(
life at SJS is mostly . .
SJS has always been crowded in recent years. But it seems
c apparent now, as if enrollment has finally crossed over the
thin line of tolerance.
This semester there are more than 23,000 students on campus,
compared to about 21,000 last spring. It doesn’t Seem like a nine
per cent increase should make a heck of a difference. But nine per
cent can do funny things to a lot of people.
Nine per cent brings out the primitive remnants of civilized
men. The territorial urge particularly is apparent in the cafeteria
around 1230, when two students spot an empty chair at the same
time. The bloodlust and unrestrained aggression of milenniums of
pre-civilized existence Info again in the short glance each gives the
other.
Still, they restrain fnim scrambling madly for the coveted
chair, and merely walk faster than usual trying to appear nonchalant about it. But you have 10 wonder how much longer you can
expect this restraint. Can we dare to expect it next semester, when
enrollment, by some chance, may increase by more than nine per
cent?
The primitive fight for survival can be seen at 20 minutes after
any hour on the stairways in Centennial Hall. The crowds have not
yet reached the pushing and shoving state, but the look in their
-eyes plainly shows they are constantly on the alert for camouSHIRTS $ .31
flaged met hods of getting
DRESSES $1.25
ahead of the person in front of
( with this ad)
them.
Sewing Also
College Cleaners
293,6501

E. Son Carlos

454

presents the Princeton in a blend
of Dacron worsted
,tically styled in the
teat Ivy Le.(gue
iaooted of toio wrinkle -resistant
fabrics: a hopsack of 55% Dacron, 45. Worsted or the
exciting new Cavalry Twill of 70% Dacron, 30% Worsted
.n the newest fall shades...the Princeton is beautifully
detailed with University Seal’s special eye for fashion.
, with hook vent back. And authentic ivy
ve,-’
..tr favorite store today.

interlude

.3rrf S SANTA.C1.412,,A;SAIV JOSE

OW, $60.

The most serious and most
plausible danger of overpopulation at SJS, however, effects
one of man’s most basic needsthat of recognition. As the population increases the possibility of
each student being recognized
individually by his professors
diminishes. (This is nobody’s
fault, really, except possibly that
of our over -energetic parents.)
But through it all, the students who make campus life at
SJS what it is have exhibited
a dedicated love of learning that
should make professors and administrators glow with pride.
Anybody who has the fortitude
to go through the lines of the
Spartan Bookstore,

T fl of DuPo,,

for a

few

lousy old books, has to be dedicated to something.
Yes, campus lite at SJS certainly

c

,

.

101(’)W I

is

heart,

crowded.

But

Spartans --we’re

take
not

(done.
SPECIALIZING

Cast Announced
For Kids’ Play,
’Rags to Riches’
Dr. Courtuney 13rooks, professor of drama, and director for
the charming children’s play,
"Rags to Riches" has announced
the casting for the ini thcorninz
musical melodrama. The priductim will Open in November.
The Aurand Harris play, written in 1966, is based on two Ha rata: Alger stories that are partly ler:re:mil-Ile for the popular
conception of the "American
success story." He wrote those
stories about poor persons becoming rich through application
and perseverance.
Cast as Rugged Dick is Dennis Johnson. Dick is a shine boy
that refuses to steal or lie. The
evil Miss Willson will be portrayed by Vicki Set pa.
Gary Muss, an 11-year-okl
boy from off campus, will play
Mark, boy of the street and heir
to riches.
Tom Oleniacz will be Mickey
Maguire, young tough. Sherrill
Winnek will play the kindly Airs
Flanagan, Pamela Simmons ,,
portray Ida Greyson, the ha n:::
er’s daughter and her father will
be played by Chris Mohr.
Other east members are: Dan
Balestrero, Randy Chicoine,
Margene Fudenna, Diane Hart,
Jeffra Kaufman, Lee Kopp Its
a policeman!, Don Russell, Ray
Saturn. Lyrnet le Schwat z. Kithy
Tempel, and Susie Weber,
Stage Manager is Bob Clark.
Costuming will he arranged by
Miss Bernice Prisk, Professor
Philip Flat’, is set designer.
Two students, Dennis Johnson and Pamela Simmons, will
handle the choreography and
musical direction.
Phrateres

Tea

Today

Phrateres International, women’s service organization, will
hold a membership tea for all
women interested in joining today at 6 p.m. in HET.
This semester the coeds will
sponsor a ward at Agnew state
hospital, and aid patients by
writing letters, reading to them
or visiting the hospital at announced dates: They will also
take part in Parents’ Day, the
blood drive and cdher aetivities.
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photogi aphy in its curriculum, since it would be a "proliferation of courses." Donoho
stated. In other words, two departments cannot teach the sanr:r
course.
Donoho was emphatic in his
belief that photography can be
a fine art. "It is not the tools
that you’re working w ith, but
what you say that taunts," he
said.
To illustrate his point Doncho
Indicated a number of musedins
which have photography displays
within their art sections.
Another sign of the development of photography ova Lae
art is the many shriws cieticared
entirely to photograpny.
The "Art in the Embassies
Program." a prik a te pi egram
which places phetrairaphic disis
plays in Amelican
still another exampl:.
sri
to
S,IS will have Cl ehanee
photography display. e:l as a fine
art later this month when the
first national invitational pis,tography exhibition at tnis college will

HAVE FISk
Daily

Staff

elude

Writer

"We are one of the few colleges, perhaps the only one, of
this size that has no facilities
for photography classes in the
Art Department," said David
Donoho, professor of art and education.
Years ago the head of the Art
Department believed photography belonged to the science area,
according to Donoho, and it has
since remained in the science
area.
The state of California will not
allow the Art Department to in*
*
*

Summer Tour In
Ireland, England
"The Irish pubs were fascinating, all the native color could
be found there," said Donoho
alter completing a summer photographic tour of England and
Ireland.
’They were singing pubs," he
declared, adding, "The people
had beautiful voices, and the
Gaelic tongue was marvelous."
Donoho described the scene inside the pub enthusiastically,
"Suddenly a man would stand
and recite a poem, using deep
and melodious tones, the singers
would immediately h us h, and
when the poem was finished
everyone woo Id applaud the
speaker, before continuing their
own singing."
Current ly 55 of Donoho’s
prints taken before this summer
are being displayed at the Merced Art Center, Merced, Calif.
Donoho also had a one-man show
at the FOCUS photographic galleries in San Francisco,
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Prof Says Photography
’Fine Art, Not Science’
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W.C. LEAN JEWELERY- Our 6:Ird Year in San Jose

John Morrill

of art and education, recently
equipment in the Art D.zparfment.
A noted fine ails photographer, Dcnoho took more ;nen 600
phcfographs this summer, mostly of ruins of abbeys and Celtic
crosses in Ireland and England.
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Saturday’s battle in Stanford Stadium. Kelley
led SJS in rushing with 57 yards on 13 carries.

SJS Spartansthe only football
team that plays every two weeks
instead of once a week for the
entire season.
It’s not quite that bad, but the
Spartans will draw another bye
this weekend after their 28-14 loss
to Stanford Saturday, Coach Harry Anderson’s gridders will travel
to West Texas State Oct. 14 for
game No. 3.
Two losses in dose games, plus
the cancellation of the UTEP
game has darkened the team’s
chances for a winning campaign,
but the Stanford contest showed
an improving Spartan squad.
"Of course we’re disappointed
with the way things have gone so
far, but we are improving," Anderson said, adding, "But we would
sure like to play every week."
The running of Clarence Kelley
(57 yards for 4.3 average). Walt
Shoymey. and Mike Scrivner gives
hope that Anderson may be able
to establish a rushing attack that
will aid Danny Holman’s passing.
The offensive line showed for
the second time this season that
it is capable of protecting Holman.
He was dropped only three times
and these were for short yardage when he was scrambling.
Defensively, tackles Steve Alex-

Glines Pleased

Transfers Aid Vars ity Cagers
Spartan basketball coach Danny
Glines is happy over the addition
of several junior college transfers
this semester.
Heading the list Of 11.1WtilitlerS
Is Dick Groves, a 6-5, 225 pound
forward from Menlo .IC. He averaged 22.0 points per game last
year. Groves is a strong boy who
possesses good mobility and quickness. "He seems to have an intuitive feeling where the ball is
going to be," Glines said.
Another outstanding forward
prospect is Steve Eames, a 6-3,
215 pound transfer from Diablo
Valley.
In the center position the Spartans acquired Bob Scott. a 6-7,

6-2 guard from Laney, who attended SJS last year.
Four members from last year’s
freshman team will battle it out
for the forward positions. Heading the list is lanky Coby Dietrick
who stands 6-9 and weighs 215
pounds. The former Riverside Poly
prep star paced the frosh team
with a 17.0 point per game average.
Other sophomores battling for a
position are Bernie Veasey, 6-7,
205; Bud Lefever, 6-5, 205 and Lee
DeShong at 6-3, 210,
Don McConell, the lone returning letterman at the forward position will battle the transfers and
the freshman for one of the two
hotly contested positions.
GliiieS -hicks depth at the center position with only Scott and
Jim Meyer, a returning letterman
who was the most improved performer last year. Meyer has recovered from a knee injury he
lloberg, Jack Likins, Mike Mon - suffered last year in spring footsees, and Dennis Belli in the field, ball practice.
with Bob Elkins in the goal.
The Spartans three holdovers
Everyone, however, will see action, at guard include Robin Durand,
according to Walton.
Bob South and Tim Holman. Can"San Francisco gave us a sur- didates for this year’s team are
prisingly tough defensive game now running cross country as a
last year," the Spartan mentor means of getting in condition. The
said. SJS won the contest, 6-1. first practice session will be Mon"We expect a weaker team this day, Oct. 16.
year since they graduated some
of their best defensive players."

rugged 215 pounder who averaged
11.0 points per game with an outstanding Delta College team.
A top prospect at the guard position is Steve McKean from the
Hamilton AFB. He played junior
college ball at Rochester, Minn.
McKean who stands 6-0 and weighs
175, has had considerable experience playing in over 100 games
with the service team. "He is a
trernendoul playmaker who I believe will provide the leadership
for this year’s club," Glines said.
Another guard prospect is Bob
Hale from San Jose CC. Hale, who
is only 5-9, but very quick, in addition to being a good shooter. Another transfer is Joe Mendoza. a

Spartans Seek Fourth Win;
Entertain S.F. State Poloists
Spartan water poloists morn to
action this afternoon in search of
their fourth consecutive victory of
the year. Coach Lee Walton’s crew
will entertain San Francisco State
in the Spartan pool at 4.
Probable starters for SJS will
be Greg Hind. Tim Halley, Steve
11111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllll 1):

Intramurals

5

FOOTBALL
Me and Them, last year’s independent champions, smashed Acacia 33-0 Monday on the arm of
quarterback Paul O’Brien who
passed for four touchdowns.
In other independent "A" league
games Phi Mu Chi defeated the
Has Beens 6-0, Da Fuzz and Allen
Hall tied 0-0, and the Moulder
Hall-Army ROTC game was postbecause neither team
poned
showed up.
The only "B" game found the
Red Horde beating Delta Upsilon
21-0.
In "C" league action, the Fleas
topped the Toads 20-0, the Federales shaded Alpha Phi Omega
6-0, and Allen 11;111 No. 2 and
Markham Hall tied 0-0.

SCREEN
SCENES

Runny nose, sore throat end all
that? We have the MEDICINE
that brings you back.

A;rnel

and

Alrnnden

Thors.-Browo & Shelton

Fri. & Sat.- Hid’ & Hill
Open Daily at 4 p.m.

218 Willow St.
294-4009

Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.

Get into

the shape you

really should be with the
help of trained instructors at

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE
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Time to do something about it?

YES!

Individual Programs
Weight Reduction or Goin
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Nominal Rates
Central Location
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Cet acquainted special

Complete stock of natural shoulder suits including new fall arrivals
from $6930 to $110.00.

$47.50 all wool felte,I
flannel navy bla zi r.
35% Discount

*30"

$55.50 tweed sportcoak
of imported and di ’loco ic
fabrics.

NOW1/2 PRICE

36
35% Discount $8

Slacks . . . 3 Day Special
Sweaters . .

new fall arrivals
in cardigans; v-neck, turtleneck and
crew pullovers.
35% DISCOUNT

de Sea
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Long Sleeve Dress Shirts
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rings may be purchased separately

307 TOWN
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Arms a little flabby,
hips a size larger
than they were last
year? Is your tummy
flat and firm or are
you going to pot?

distinctive bridal sets from $100
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Have you really looked
at yourself recently?

PLUS
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FEATURING:

akos and Mike Spitzer led the
Spartans. Linebackers Jim Ferryman and Jamie Townsend also
turned in good performances.
Defensive end Jack Brubaker
tore ligaments in his ankle in the
Indian game and will be out at
least a month. Split end Mike
Tompkins will be operated on this
week for knee injury and will be
lost for the season.
The Spartans started working
for the West Texas game Tuesdo. and will hold a game-condit
,,ritaronge Saturday.

No

292-6770
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Fresh Triumph
High school All-American Bob
Wake poured in eight goals Saturday afternoon, leading the Spartan freshmen to a 17-5 water polo
victory over Modesto J.C. Earlier
in the morning Buch sec High
School dropped the Spartababes
14-4.
Wake had good team support
from Mike Eckgren, Keith Bonner,
Paul Mikalow and John Miles
all scored two goals.

The Fall Session on end you’re
under the gun? Our VITAMINS
will keep you on the run.

The place to go!

SPARTAN TIAILTIS

All Dress Slacks
;14.95 to $32.50

SIDNEY POITIER
IN

l’he Spartan soccer team’s
chances for an NCAA championship team this year may have been
enhanced with the injury to Mike
Ivanow, goalie for the USF Dons,
last season’s champs.
The 6-3. 185, Ivanow suffered
a fracture and will probably miss
the entire season.
Spartan soccer coach Julie Menendez said that although the Dons
lost a good goalie, they have a
boy that can fill in for him who
is "as good if not better than
Ivanow."
He is John Camacho, brother of
Spartan hooter Henry Camacho,

1111=\

STUDIO
1 396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

USF Dons
Lose Goalie
For Season

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

Harriers Dropped
By Athens Club
A strong Athens Athletic Club
placed five competitors in the top
six positions Saturday in a 19-36
dual meet victory over SJS’ varsity cross country squad.
Darold Dent was the only Spartan in the top six, finishing second behind Amon O’Riely. Dent’s
time for the hilly four-mile course
was 21:24, two seconds slower
than O’Riely’s time.
Following Dent to the finish line
for the Spartans were Bernie
Emus. seventh; Charlie August,
eighth; Ralph Gamez, ninth; F.rivh
Russell, tenth and Dave Barni.
12th.
"This was a real test for Dent."
Coach Banks commented, "He was
running against six nationally
ranked harriers from the Athens
club."

1167

Gridders Need Game
Not Bye Anderson

;

PERSON TO PERSONSpartan fullback Clarence Kelley makes a quick cut to his left to
avoid the grasp of Indian Don Parish during

4

SANK CREDIT CARDS WItCOME
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Engineering Major $3 Million To Furnish New Grad Named
Wins National
Dorms on 10 Campuses Alumni Aide
Scholarship Award

ALF Demonstration

Robert Serrano, commercial art
hall coordinator in the
grad student, has been named asState College Chancellor’s Office,
sociate director of the SJS Alumni
directed the conference. RepreAssociation.
sentatives from the state Office
Serrano, a 1963 graduate, will
of Procurement were also on hand. co-ordinate the new alumni sponsCoordination between SJS and orderi student relations program
San Francisco State College, ac- and assist Director Cliff Underother alumni functions.
cording to Baron, also produced a vood in
San Josean, Serrano
native
A
preview of furnishings of 28 manuhas been active in promoting the
facturers to be offered in comSJS athletic program locally and
petitive bid.
statewide. He is now serving on
"Projects vary from low-price student council as a graduate
to high-rise," Baron said, "with representative.
the only two high-rise structures
located at SJS and San Francisco
DEAN’S POST OPEN
State."
Nominations for Dean of EduThe eight other state colleges
include Humboldt at A r c ad a, cational Services will be accepted
Fresno, Chico, Long Beach, San by the Advisory Committee ’for
Diego, San Fernando Valley at Administrative Office Selection unNorthridge. San Luis Obispo and til Friday, according to Ralph Norman, professor of industrial arts.
Pomona campuses.

An estimated $3 million will be resident

Nto

STANLLH KI

!(-!!.(/!4
ASCE scholarship winner

.

A SJS senior has won one of
five scholarships awarded throughout the United States by the American Society of Civil Engineers
AskCEI
Stanley Klemetson, a civil engiring major, is president of the
ASCE chapter.
i:lemetson also serves as editor
ot The Rule, the student engineering magazine.
Before attending San Jose. he
at tended West Contra Costa ColCalifornia,
Richmond.
in
lege
where he served as president of
thi. Jonior Engineering Technical

Residence Halls
Plan Leadership
Symposium Sunday
"I.Valit.1,11ili
TUrleci

according to Robert Baron, SJS
Housing Director.
In a conference

Oct. 27-29,

in the

Fern Room of San Francisco’s Furniture Mart, Baron and other state
college housing directors met with
state college and government officials to discuss policy and procedures required to furnish the halls.
George Merrill, chief of auxiliary
and business services of California
State Colleges and John Forsberk.

work in our defense plants or go
in the Army--or to jail.
"The main purpose of the selective service system is to channel
the lives of our young people," Dr.
Brooks concluded.
Someone in the crowd asked if
he weren’t ignoring the fact that
the Viet C’ong kill people, too. Dr.
Brooks explained that the situation was the same as if a foreign
power invaded America-Americans would feel obliged to try to
stop the invaders.
"I thought murder was bad per
se?" the man in the crowd asked.
"No," replied Dr. Brooks.
Kopke retorted, "If you want

to kill I can’t stop you--I just
don’t want it as part of my college."
Ric Hyland, spokesman for the
ALF. said members and friends
of his organization would meet tomorrow at 3:30 in JC132 to decide whether the demonstration
would be repeated.

Supplies

In" will

day .’
by ti
SJS I
.
Con’imunity Yew
1300 Settler Rd.
Guest

currently under construction on 10
California State College campuses,

etching supplies
paints A brushes
easels
mat board
ceramics clay

(in

1’111111d

spent to furnish the residence halls

(continued front page 1)
Dr. Brooks, before the demonstration, compared the role of the
military man in Vietnam today
with that of Adolf Eichmann in
Hitler’s Germany.
"Who am I to decide the morality here" is the argument Bichman used, he said. "Eichmann’s
defense for his crimes was ’I only
obeyed orders’. GI’s who drop napalm do the same thing," he said.
He called on members of the
ROTC to "exercise their franchise"
to "resign, desert -but don’t go"
when the Army calls.
"We are fighting a classic colonial war against the Vietnamese
people," he said. We have answered for them the question
"Would they rather be Red than
dead? The American Military establishment makes it clear that we
(A mer i cal do ’democratically’
what other countries do by force."
He said America puts a choice
to its draft -age men-either do

41’2 BOOK
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ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill

’Fah,. her to Bohannon’s.

YOGA
PRACTICE AND CLASSES an Philosophy
MEDITATION. Call 8
of
& P ,or hcogy
p.m. daily 286.5487.

very special restaurant
For a very special evening.
t.1

in

fot

G RLS

Try the frog legs provincial or the chateaubriand,
the lobster thermidor or the shish kabob.

TR3. Good condition. $895. Call
087
62 AUSTIN HEAL? 3000 Mark II. 52., .. Great shape. $1.200. 537 S.
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IT’S NEW!
IT’S NEAR!

Shampoo/Set
Style Cuts
Trims from

!..!

ailon

201-10111,
Itli
S
Open 9.5
9.7 Thurs
Mondays

71’e OelV Plymouth Road Runner
now at your Pognouth Dealer.
whete the be tg6es on.,

100 UNIT APARTMENT complex now
being made available. Peninsula Towne.
house. 1560 Quebec Court. Sunnyvale.
Call 245-3722. Featuring - 2 bdrm.
furnished unit, electric kitchen, living
room Et laundry fac.lities. 12.8 Tiles
from campus. $55 each - I year lease
on $65 each, monthly,
GIRL WANTED TO share two bedroom
apt, with three other girls. $41/mo.
545 S. 7th. #12. 295-1899.
APPROVED WOMEN’S HOUSING contract for solo - contact housemother
at Kennedy Hal 555 South 10th.
FEMALE ROOMMATE-SHARE 3 bedroom house with 3 others. Close to campus, $45. Call 286-0805.
MALE GRAD. STUDENT WANTS to
share 2 bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath apt. 1 mile
from campus. Handsomely furnish.
Call 287.0983 between 8 & 9 a.m. Cr
295-6302 after 5 p.m.
MALE STUDENT SHARE house-room
$48.50 including living rm. & kit, plus
utilities. 167 E. St. Joh,- St. 295 6969.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Jr..Sr.
Preferred. Call 292.6501. 774 S. 9th
Apartment #8.
GIRL WANTED to share beautiful apart
meet at Royal Lanai. Call 259-2654,
I GIRL NEEDED to share large 2 bdrm..
2 bath apartment near SJS campus. Cal
297.1344.
MATURE MALE STUDENT to share 2
bdrm. apartment on N. 5th St. $80/mo.
Call 295-6956.
3 GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE. 2 bed.
room. 2 baths. 781 S. 11th. #16. Call
295.2671. $50.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, UnPERSONALS (7)
approved. Near S. J. Hosp. 57 S. 15th.
#2 $47.50/mo. 297-4434 evenings.
MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED tr. or wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
sr. 470 S. 11th. #I9 or call 244.2015. gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
SMALL MOUNTAIN COTTAGE with 354.8200.
view. 35 minutes from SJS campus. Call
353-2076
SERVICES (8)

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

CLASSIFIED RATES

o

3.50
2.50
.50

MOUNTAIN TOP, OCEAN ,ew, 40
acres, Redwoods, one hour dove south
of S.F. Price $42,000. $10,000 cash down.
Write Agent, P.O. Boo 152 Santa Cruz.
Calif.. or call evenings (408) 377.4357.
NEEDED 2 FEMALE roommates to share
nice apartment on 11th St. Pool. $35/mo.
Call 298-2683 after S.
WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE. Nice
apt. 1/2 block from campus. $55/mo.
Call 286-5584 after 5.

YAMAHA 80 TRAIL bike, ’64. $180
extras, excellent condition. Call
8986.
55 AH COMPLETELY rebuilt engine,
fires, $499. 295-5058.
HOUSING 151
64 HONDA SCRAMBLER 250 + Kit
o-o ’met, 2 extra tires. $350 or highest
offer. Good condition. Call 298-0855.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
bdrm. apt. Campbell area. Call after
’65 HONDA 30$ dream. A-I condition.
Recent tune.up. $425/best offer. Basil 6 p.m. or before 8 a.m. 378-8167.
Fattah Moulder Hall 294.2927
1 BEDROOM IN private home $12 per
ATTENTION SURFERS, BANDS, etc. ’57 week. I bdrm. with sink & stove in
Pontiac Hearse - 347 cu. in. excel. private little house $12 for I or 2 for
mechanically, good body. $495. Call 815. Call 225-9476.
269-2030 after 5.
COMET CYCLONE - ’65. Excellent
condition. Must see to appreciate. Call
292.7195 after 5 p.m.
,rmow.
’64 VW. SUNROOF, RAN. New WSW
Excellent condition. Sacrifice
tires.
$1050. Drafted. Call 252.7382 after 4
p.m.
SMALL AUSTRIAN MOTOR scooter.
’61 Allstate. 5.9 HP. $80, Also Bell
Seeeni
Helmet $35. Call 287-0491.
TR-3 *58. RAH. Gond r.,,nd,t1nr $450.
- 0 266-5803 or 241-3988.
,ko
62 MG MIDGET. Looks sharp and runs
best offer. Cal 7i7 5i In
o.n I. 575o
S
’52 -4MC STATION WAGON,
,
5175. Also hear
good hr.
TSS road racer virtually new. 5614,
cash + trade. 297.0722.
’53 MG-TD. Good condition - $600.
Coil 293-1612.
’66 SEARS SPORTCYCLE. 106 CC
60.70 MPH, 100 MPG. See at 348 S
I 1 M. Apt. 1 or call 286.8780. Only
$119.
65 BARRACUDA. Big engine. crager
- -1
warranty. Perfect
I
’o 7365.
58
CV1RYSLER
SACA-TOGA. New
New battery. radiator.
Call 961.7365.
67 HONDA CO 160, 4000-milos. Excel
, .. Call Mike 968-3257
/.
n
VW ENGINE ’62. 40 HP. 50k miles.
Gonad condition - $40. Cheap parts
(4.’1441
293-4757.
and mechanical service
’56 CADILLAC. EXCELLENT condition
PWITH 60 MANY NEW FACULTY Tf4l
YEAla --- WE RE
$125 ’64 Vespa $90. Call 294-7103.
LUCKY TO EVEN GET10U AN OFFICE. "
’65 VW BUS. Sunroof. $1450. Will cons der trade on late model -Bug:. Call
after 6 p.m. 258-3723.
’66 DUCAT!. 250 cc Monza. $475. 6000
miles, recent tune up. Fine shape. Call
To buy. sell, rent or
71,17 15,38
annn..nce anything,
Minimum
Three lines One time Three times Five times
just fill out and clip
FOR SALE IV
One time
this handy order
3 linos
2.25
2.50
blank.
5 PORSCHE CHROME rims, fit VW’s
4 Ones
2.75
3.00
$270 new, must sell. $150. Call Barbara
at 287.1848 after 11 a.m.
5 tines
3.25
3.50
Snot to Spartan Daily
WOOD LATHE, $15. Radial Drill Press.
6 linos
3.75
4.00
Ir. $37.50. JointerPlainer, $29.95.
C., I ASSIFIEDS
Add this
Radial Arm Saw. All tools new. Call
1706, San lose State
amount
lot’
292.0409 or 241.1943.
.50
.50
each addiCollege, San lose
JUDSON SUPERCHARGER & vacuum
tional line
Calif 95114.
gauge for 40 HP VW - guaranteed.
C.ra:1 253.9147 after 6 p.m.
Print your ad here:
GUITAR. Gaya G-10 classic. Immo
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK A
an. With rase $80. Cost 5140. Call K.
for Each Use)
CLASSIFICATION
295.6967
Do Not Abbreviate
O Announcements (1)
No refunds possible on canceled ads
HELP WANTED 141
Automotive (2)
cl For Sale (3)
DRIVER WANTED, ICE cream. soft drink
O Help Wanted (4)
route. Hrs. 1.7 daily & 10.7 Set.. Sun..
D Housing (5)
holidays. & free time. Mr. Eliott, 297[-] Lost and Found (6)
4228 358 N Montgomery, S. J.
Personals (7)
3 HASHERS NEEDED. D.S.P. Fraternity.
124 S. 11th or call 292-0243 after 7:30
ri services (8)
cam
El Transportation (9)
PHONE FROM YOUR own desk in air
conditioned office. $ min, from campus.
Part time, evenings & permarent. Salary
Name
Address
Ittnsse P,nt)
+ bonus. 298.1262.
STUDENTS - PART TIME
For
days.
Enclosed is $
ALSO FULL TIME
PART TIME, GUARANTEED $30 weekly
Inn 10.15 hours. Full time guaranteed
City
Phone
Start ad en
592 weekly for 40 hours. Plus commission. Call 156 1261 10 11 sn,: 1 5 per
Please show 2 days OW piecing ha ad b senear.

o

IT’S NELLIE’S
!
For up to the
by professe_
try Nellie’s BrAu.y

FRUSTRATION! Give
$6.50. other
Call Jim

AUTOMOTIVE (21

.;tart the evening at Bohannon’s;
she’ll end it with a smile.

:t P

FIGHT

PART TIME EXPERIENCED waiter. Over
21, evening work. $1.35 hr.+ good tips.
Call 968-1040 mornings.
PART TIME
APPLIANCE OUTLET HAS openings
for 3 young men in the sales depart’
men’. Must be able to work 20 hours
a week for $50. For interview call 3561263. 10.11 tarn.: 3-5 p.m. daily.
ATHLETIC TYPE MALE college student 18 or over. Jacket size 40 or over
for outdoor work on amusement device
after school or weekends. $1.50 hr. Call
collect 322.7512 or 324.2502 ask for
Mr. Edwardson.
WANTED: THAI STUDENT to teach
Thai language once a week, Call 2870283. 271 S. 4th St. *E.
WE NEED I DINNER hasher, 5 nights
a week. Call Acacia Fraternity at 293.
9611 or drop by 201 S. 13th St.
WANTED: UPPER DIVISION math student to tutor same in Math 134 & 128.
Call Mike at 354-9177 at 6:30 weekdays.

RENT A TV OR stereo from Esche’s. Fres
delivery, free service. Call 251-2598.
TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per month, call 377-2935.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM PAPERS,
etc., experienced and fast. Phone 2698674.
MUSIC MAJORS
WILL TRAIN TO do professional manuscript copying. If interested in part time
work call 269-5492.
MAKE YOUR NEXT beer bust a blest.
Have reel German Pretzels. German
Soft Pretzel Co. 234 8129.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
FLY TO LOS ANGELES area every
weekend. Safety & experience. For a
pleasant trip call 297-1252 evenings.
NEED RIDE FROM Menlo Park daily.
Will share expenses. Call Mary 325.8880.
RIDE OR CAR POOL needed from
south Palo Alto, MWF 8:30 to 2:30.
Call Betty. 326 6948.
RIDERS NEEDED FROM Santa Cruz.
MWF 9:30.3:30 classes. Call 688-3161.
GIRL WOULD LIKE riders to Merced
66
on weekends: $3 round trip;
Triumph: 295.4949 after 5 p.m.

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday. Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m, to 1 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

